PROCEDURE SPECIFIC WRIST CPM THERAPY

WRIST CONTRACTURE, STIFFNESS \(^{3,4,5,6,8,9,10,19}\)

Standard Static Progressive Stretch Setup
- Move Maestra Wrist CPM through available range of motion stopping at the end range.
- Initially set force reversal at mid-range. The force reversal setting will be increased or decreased depending on patient tolerance.
- Set the pause mode for 5 minutes.

Wearing Schedule
- Throughout each treatment session, patients as needed adjust CPM to pain-free position at the end range. Each position is held in pause mode for 5 minutes to allow for tissue relaxation and elongation. After 5 minutes the CPM is advanced to the new end range position of stretch. \(^{8}\)
- Initially the device should be used 30-60 minutes 1-2 times a day week one.
- Week two the 30-60 minute session should be increased to 2-3 times a day as tolerated.
- Following week two the 30-60 minute sessions can be increased to 3 or more sessions daily or as needed.

PROM Goals
- The patient increases ROM as tolerated, pain free to meet ROM goals. \(^{8}\)
- This use guideline should be repeated for each plane of desired ROM. \(^{8}\)
- Stable platform CPM may offer improved compliance over non-stable splints and CPMs for static progressive stretch.

Note: Specific PROM and usage parameters are determined by the physician.
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